Arterial Phantoms with Regional Variations in Wall Stiffness and Thickness.
Regional wall stiffening and thickening are two common pathological features of arteries. To account for these two features, we developed a new arterial phantom design framework to facilitate the development of vessel models that contain a lesion segment whose wall stiffness and thickness differ from those of other segments. This new framework is based on multi-part injection molding principles that sequentially casted the lesion segment and the flank segments of the vessel model using molding parts devised with computer-aided design tools. The vessel-mimicking material is created from polyvinyl alcohol cryogel, and its acoustic properties are similar to those of arteries. As a case demonstration, we fabricated a stenosed three-segment phantom composed of a central lesion segment (5.1-mm diameter, 1.95-mm wall thickness, 212.6-kPa elastic modulus) and two flank segments (6.0-mm diameter, 1.5-mm wall thickness, 133.7-kPa elastic modulus). B-mode imaging confirmed the difference in thickness between the lesion segment and flank segments of the phantom. Also, Doppler-based vessel wall displacement analysis revealed that when pulsatile flow was fed through the phantom (carotid pulse; 27 mL/s peak flow rate), the lesion segment distended less compared with the flank segments. Specifically, the three-beat averaged peak wall displacement in the lesion segment was measured as 0.28 mm, and it was significantly smaller than that of the flank segments (0.60 mm). It is anticipated that this new multi-segment arterial phantom can serve as a performance testbed for the evaluation of local arterial stiffness estimation algorithms.